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Use the following document to assist in completing the Action Plan: LPPA Evidence Requirements for Portfolio

School-led Action Plan

 School name

 School address, including postcode

 School telephone School website address

 Head teacher Head teacher’s email

 LPPA coordinator Coordinator’s email

 Date of registration for Provisional month for
 school-led approach verification visit
  (Usually 12–15 months 
  after registration)
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 Brief description of the school (this may be copied from the SSEF). You may wish to use information from Ofsted, RAISEonline or similar.
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Key performance indicator

1.1 LPPA coordinator and working group are  
in place.

1.2 The statement of commitment is signed 
and stored in the portfolio of evidence.

1.3 A commitment to achieving the LPPA, and  
information about the award, is shared 
with all LPPA key partners: teaching 
and support staff, parents, pupils and 
governors.

1.4 There is evidence that external partners 
that work with the school, for example, 
feeder schools/nurseries/cluster groups, 
social care providers, family and adult 
learning and community organisations, 
churches and/or charities have been 
informed about the LPPA and have been 
encouraged to become involved.

Objective 1
The school demonstrates a commitment to work towards achieving the LPPA. 

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 2
The school makes and implements effective plans to achieve and maintain the LPPA. 

Key performance indicator

2.1 The school’s fully completed Action Plan is  
included in the portfolio.

2.2 Up-to-date information and ongoing 
involvement keeps all key partners in 
touch with developments in parent 
partnership and progress towards 
achieving the LPPA: teaching and support 
staff, parents, pupils, governors and local 
partners.

2.3 The LPPA is included in the school’s 
improvement plan, detailing strategies 
for LPPA achievement and for the 
maintenance of parent partnership after 
the award is achieved.

2.4 EVALUATION: the LPPA Action Plan is 
regularly monitored (for example, the plan 
is annotated or RAG-rated). Progress is 
evaluated and the findings are recorded 
and acted upon.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 3
The school is a welcoming, communicative and friendly place for parents.

Key performance indicator

3.1 The school’s vision statement/aims of the 
school are displayed prominently.

3.2 Clear internal and external location/
direction signs and symbols meet the 
needs of parents when visiting the school.

3.3 The school’s physical environment is 
welcoming, including high quality, up-to-
date displays of pupils’ work and other 
materials throughout.

(continued)

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 3 (continued)

The school is a welcoming, communicative and friendly place for parents.

Key performance indicator

3.4 The school’s reception arrangements are 
well organised and welcoming for parents.

3.5 Two-way home–school communication 
systems meet the needs of individual 
parents: one-to-one discussion, individual 
letter writing, telephoning, emailing, 
texting, and other online platforms used 
by the school. 

3.6 High-quality general information is 
provided for parents, using a range of 
media, such as notice boards, plasma 
screens, letters, newsletters, emails, texts, 
the school website, other online platforms 
used by the school.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?

(continued)
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Objective 3 (continued)

The school is a welcoming, communicative and friendly place for parents.

Key performance indicator

3.7 All staff are made aware of their 
responsibility for engaging with parents, 
for example by including guidance in the 
staff handbook, in induction training, at 
staff and departmental meetings.

3.8 EVALUATION: parents are asked regularly 
about the quality of two-way home–
school communication; the general 
information they receive from the school; 
the welcome they receive when visiting or 
telephoning the school.

  This should include reference to linguistic 
diversity where appropriate.

3.9 EVALUATION: parents’ responses are 
analysed, feedback is provided through 
a range of media and appropriate 
follow-up action is taken.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 4
The school promotes the awareness and participation of all groups of parents in supporting their  
children’s learning and developing their own learning. In addition, the school holds and actively  
promotes a programme of opportunities and events for joint parent and child participation.

Key performance indicator

4.1 Training and development opportunities 
available include courses and/or activities 
to help parents support their children’s 
learning.

4.2 Training and development opportunities 
available include courses and/or activities 
that support parents in developing their 
own learning.

4.3 A programme of opportunities and events 
is available that encourages parents and 
children to enjoy learning together, e.g. 
home–school learning; family learning; 
parent participation in school curriculum 
events and educational visits.

(continued)

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 4 (continued)

The school promotes the awareness and participation of all groups of parents in supporting their  
children’s learning and developing their own learning. In addition, the school holds and actively  
promotes a programme of opportunities and events for joint parent and child participation.

Key performance indicator

4.4 Community and cultural diversity is 
celebrated and reflected within the 
programme.

4.5 The school recognises and celebrates 
parents’ and pupils’ success while 
participating in joint opportunities and 
events.

4.6 The school actively and effectively 
promotes the attendance of parents at 
courses and/or activities, both in school 
and in the community, using a range of 
media.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?

(continued)
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Objective 4 (continued)

The school promotes the awareness and participation of all groups of parents in supporting their  
children’s learning and developing their own learning. In addition, the school holds and actively  
promotes a programme of opportunities and events for joint parent and child participation.

Key performance indicator

4.7 The school helps to facilitate parents’ 
involvement in these courses and/or 
activities through providing, for example, 
child care, free or low cost places, 
transport, flexible timing, a range of 
locations. 

4.8 EVALUATION: the school gathers 
evaluative feedback from parents in 
relation to the quality of the courses and/
or activities provided and the extent to 
which they have supported their own and 
their children’s learning and development. 
Parents’ responses are analysed, 
feedback is provided through a range of 
media, and appropriate follow-up action 
is taken. 

4.9 EVALUATION: the school collects statistics 
about the take-up of opportunities by 
groups of targeted parents, e.g. parents 
whose first language is not English, 
parents whose children attract the Pupil 
Premium, parents whose children are 
underachieving, etc. (Schools will need 
to decide which statistics will be most 
appropriate and relevant for them to 
collect.) The school acts upon the findings 
to make its work more inclusive of all 
groups of parents.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 5
The school provides a good induction for all new parents.

Key performance indicator

5.1 Induction meetings and/or events are 
held for groups of parents when their 
children are new to the school. These 
should support parents in building 
relationships with staff; getting to know 
the school site; meeting other parents; 
addressing practical issues; getting to 
know what the school has to offer to 
parents as well as to their children. 

5.2 Induction meetings and/or events are 
arranged with sensitivity to parents’ 
availability.

5.3 Accessible induction information 
is produced and distributed. It is 
made available through translation/
interpretation where appropriate.

(continued)

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 5 (continued)

The school provides a good induction for all new parents.

Key performance indicator

5.4 There is clear guidance for the 
responsibilities of parents, school and 
pupils and these expectations are 
provided in a format that is easy for 
parents to understand. This information is 
shared with parents as a key part of the 
induction process. 

5.5 The school analyses attendance at 
induction events and follows up with those 
parents who do not attend.

5.6 Clear procedures are in place for parents 
of children joining during the school year, 
including those entering the country for 
the first time, or having other additional 
needs.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?

(continued)
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Objective 5 (continued)

The school provides a good induction for all new parents.

Key performance indicator

5.7 EVALUATION: the school gathers 
evaluative feedback from parents in 
relation to the quality of the induction 
meetings and/or events, in-year 
procedures and information provided.

5.8 EVALUATION: parents’ responses are 
analysed, feedback is provided through 
a range of media, and appropriate 
follow-up action is taken.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 6
The school provides parents with relevant and user-friendly guidance  
and information to help them to support their children’s learning.

Key performance indicator

6.1 General curriculum information is provided 
for parents at each key stage on a regular 
basis and at least once a term.

6.2 Parents are provided with comprehensive 
information about their own children’s 
learning and progress, for example 
through parents’ consultation events; 
school reports; individual pupil reviews; 
targeting and tracking information.

6.3 There is a high level of parental 
involvement where home–school dialogue 
is encouraged about their own children’s 
learning and progress.

(continued)

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 6 (continued)

The school provides parents with relevant and user-friendly guidance  
and information to help them to support their children’s learning.

Key performance indicator

6.4 Parents are actively involved in, and given 
the opportunity to feed back on, home–
school learning. 

6.5 Parents are provided with appropriate 
and relevant guidance to help them 
to support their children’s learning and 
development, such as guidance booklets; 
website references; materials posted 
on online platforms; home learning 
and revision guides; subject specialists’ 
guidance. 

6.6 Parents are actively involved in, and 
informed about, the celebration of the 
school’s and their own children’s success.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?

(continued)
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Objective 6 (continued)

The school provides parents with relevant and user-friendly guidance  
and information to help them to support their children’s learning.

Key performance indicator

6.7 EVALUATION: the school gathers 
evaluative feedback from parents in 
relation to the quality and relevance 
of the information and guidance they 
receive.

6.8 EVALUATION: parents’ responses are 
analysed, feedback is provided through 
a range of media and appropriate 
follow-up action is taken.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 7

The school produces and implements parent-friendly policies to establish effective home–school links  
and to improve children’s attendance, punctuality, progress and positive participation in school.

Key performance indicator

7.1 The following essential school policies 
are provided for parents in a form that 
is easy to read, free of jargon and 
translated where appropriate: homework 
or home–school learning; behaviour, 
including anti-bullying; attendance and 
punctuality; any key school policies where 
appropriate.

7.2 The school provides a Parent Partnership 
policy, handbook or guide for parents, 
which is easy for parents to read. This 
should give them information about the 
steps they can take to help achieve the 
key school policies and set out the key 
arrangements for home–school links. 
(Essential policy information – KPI 7.1 
above may be included within this.)

7.3 The school has effective mechanisms to 
promote and reward good attendance, 
punctuality, behaviour, progress and 
positive participation in school which have 
been shared with parents and governors.

(continued)

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 7 (continued)

The school produces and implements parent-friendly policies to establish effective home–school links  
and to improve children’s attendance, punctuality, progress and positive participation in school.

Key performance indicator

7.4 The school has an agreed protocol for 
parents volunteering in school, and all 
safeguarding requirements are met. 

7.5 Parent volunteers contribute to a range of 
activities, where appropriate.

7.6 The school regularly seeks, values and 
acts upon parents’ views on policies, 
procedures and developments using a 
range of consultation strategies, such as a 
parents’ forum; focus groups; annual and 
single-issue questionnaires; one-to-one 
discussion; website or online surveys.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?

(continued)
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Objective 7 (continued)

The school produces and implements parent-friendly policies to establish effective home–school links  
and to improve children’s attendance, punctuality, progress and positive participation in school.

Key performance indicator

7.7 The school informs parents about its 
implementation of current national 
strategies and initiatives for schools, 
describing how the school is taking action, 
for example through the school website.

 Such strategies and initiatives may 
include, for example, safeguarding; British 
Values; use of the Pupil Premium funding; 
Prevent; student attainment and progress 
measures.

7.8 EVALUATION: the school gathers 
evaluative feedback from parents in 
relation to the quality and relevance of its 
policies, procedures and developments, 
and its strategies for consulting with 
parents.

7.9 EVALUATION: parents’ responses to KPI 
7.6 and KPI 7.7 are analysed, feedback is 
provided through a range of media and 
appropriate follow-up action is taken.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 8
The school provides good support for all parents as their children move through or leave the school.

Key performance indicator

8.1 In partnership with receiving schools and/
or organisations (and local authorities, 
when involved), impartial transition 
information, advice and guidance 
is produced, distributed and made 
accessible to parents, through translation/
interpretation where appropriate.

8.2 Additional support and guidance are 
provided during transition for parents of 
children with special educational needs, 
or who are vulnerable.

8.3 Clear procedures are in place to support 
parents whose children leave during the 
school year, including those who have 
recently entered the country, or have 
other additional needs.

(continued)

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 8 (continued)

The school provides good support for all parents as their children move through or leave the school.

Key performance indicator

8.4 Appropriate opportunities are provided 
for parents to be involved in ‘in-school’ 
transition as their children move through 
a school, for example from nursery to 
reception, Key Stage 2 to 3 or Key Stage 3 
to 4. 

8.5 EVALUATION: the school gathers 
evaluative feedback from parents 
in relation to the quality of transition 
meetings and/or events, procedures and 
information provided (including provision 
for parents whose children leave the 
school during the school year).

8.6 EVALUATION: parents’ responses are 
analysed, feedback is provided through 
a range of media, and appropriate 
follow-up action is taken.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?
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Objective 9
The school summarises its achievements against the  
LPPA Objectives and outlines its future plans.

Key performance indicator

9.1 The school has plans to ensure the 
effective leadership and management 
of parent partnership beyond the 
achievement of the LPPA and sets these 
out on the Objective 9 Evidence Record.

9.2 The school has identified its key evaluative 
findings under each of Objectives 2–8 
using the Objective 9 Evidence Record.

9.3 The school has identified the next steps 
for future development under each of 
Objectives 2–8 using the Objective 9 
Evidence Record.

Action to be taken
When will action  

be taken?
SSEF  
level

Who will deliver/ 
monitor action?


	School name 5: Curwen Primary School and Nursery
	School address 5: Curwen Primary School,Atlas Road,Plaistow,LondonE13 0AG
	Text 6: 0208 472 0290
	Text 7: Mrs Kate Mansfield and Mrs Jan Britton
	Text 8: Mr John Potter
	Text 10: curwen.newham.sch.uk
	Text 11: kate.probett@curwen.newham.sch.uk
	Text 12: john.potter@curwen.newham.sch.uk
	Text 14: 23rd February 2017
	Text 16: July 2017
	Text 13: Curwen Primary and Nursery School is a highly successful school, based in Plaistow within the London Borough of Newham.  We provide an excellent education for children from the ages of 3 to 11 and are consistently amongst the top 10% of schools in the country. We are very proud of our school and its many achievements and awards and believe that this is because we work in partnership with our pupils, families, staff and the local and wider communities as a TEAM.  We also work in partnership with our federated schools, Kensington Primary School, North Becton Primary School, Ranelagh Primary School and Rebecca Cheetham Nursery and Children's Centre, also in the London Borough of Newham.We provide a curriculum that acknowledges the importance of the basic skills, but endeavours to teach those skills in an exciting way, as well as finding time to focus on more creative and artistic skills and making sure that we enjoy what we learn, using our local and wider environments and opportunities to support this to ensure that we offer our pupils the best start in life and that they are ready for the next steps in their education.There are 912 pupils currently on-roll which includes a full Nursery of 104 children (52 in morning, 52 in afternoon). Of this 364 children (40%) speak English as an additional language and 226 children (28%) attract pupil premium funding in years 1 - 6.The school provides a modern, clean environment for our children to learn in and we recently undertook extensive building works to provide an extension to the school for our Upper Key Stage 2 pupils which includes 8 new class rooms, group work rooms, a small dining area and teacher work space.
	Text 1010: Achieved: The school has appointed an LPPA coordinator and working group (Senior Management Team and Leanne Welch).
	Text 111: FM
	Text 112: N/A
	Text 113: N/A
	Text 114: Achieved: The signed statement of commitment is in the portfolio.
	Text 115: FM
	Text 116: N/A
	Text 117: N/A
	Text 118: Achieved: Staff were informed about the award as part of the schools priorities for 2016/17 (September Inset). Governors were informed via presentation from LPP coordinator and fully support the process.Parents were informed by letter which is also posted on school website.Action: Inform children in phase assemblies
	Text 119: PM
	Text 120: LPP coordinator, SLT, Standards Committee
	Text 121: April 2017
	Text 122: Action: Inform schools and nurseries in local cluster groups by email.
	Text 123: MMDN
	Text 124: LPP coordinator
	Text 125: April 2017
	Text 1011: Action: Ensure that completed action is in portfolio.
	Text 126: MMDN
	Text 127: LPPA corodinator
	Text 128: July 2017
	Text 129: Achieved: Senior Leadership team given regular updates on progress of LPPA through SMT meetings. Governors updated through Standards Committee. Action: Send update letter to parents to update all stakeholders of progress and place this on school website.
	Text 130: PM
	Text 131: LPPA coordinator
	Text 132: May 2017
	Text 133: Action: Included in SDP as part of Focus Priority 4.
	Text 134: FM
	Text 135: N/A
	Text 136: N/A
	Text 137: Achieved: Action plan is reviewed regularly.Action: Ensure latest RAG-rated action plan is in portfoio.
	Text 138: PM
	Text 139: LPPA coordinator
	Text 140: July 2017
	Text 1035: Achieved: School's aims and vision is clearly displayed throughout the building.
	Text 402: FM
	Text 403: N/A
	Text 404: N/A
	Text 405: Achieved: All classrooms and learning areas are clearly signposted.Action: EMA lead to update some multilingual signs.
	Text 406: PM
	Text 407: EMA Lead
	Text 408: May 2017
	Text 409: Achieved: Staff and the school's appointed display team, ensure that children's work is displayed prominently. A recent SPEER review report commented that 'the school environment and displays reflect the broad and balanced curriculum being delivered at the school.' 100% of parents in a recent survey answered 'yes' to 'Is the School a welcoming and positive learning environment?'. International Week progression display has a parental involvement focus and there is a clear display timetable in place.
	Text 410: FM
	Text 411: N/A
	Text 412: N/A
	Text 1034: Achieved: Reception staff are warm and welcoming, with parents using this as the central information point for the school. Information stands provide parents with information leaflets. Offices of the Safeguarding & Pastoral Lead as well as the school's attendance officer are located at the main Reception for parents to be able to access these members of staff easily. We have relocated the parent/carer/family meeting room to the reception area for sensitive discussions.
	Text 391: FM
	Text 392: N/A
	Text 393: N/A
	Text 394: Achieved: All staff operate an 'open-door' policy. When this is not possible. meetings are scheduled at times convenient to parents or by telephone when necessary. 2 parent evenings held each year (nursery to Yr 6) with 100% of parents attended October's consultation. Communication is flexible & meets needs of all parents e.g. separated parents have communication sent to both parents etc. Where necessary home-school communication books are used for specific e.g. SEND children. Clear systems are in place to inform parents of behaviour incidents and rewards.
	Text 395: FM
	Text 396: N/A
	Text 397: N/A
	Text 398: Achieved: general information for parents is provided through: weekly newsletter, playground notice boards, up-to-date school website, the school app and through electronic display screen in main reception. Newsletters are also emailed to all parents governors and put up on the school website. 3 members of Senior Management Team (SMT) are on duty before & after school each day in the playground to answer any questions parents may have.
	Text 399: FM
	Text 400: N/A
	Text 401: N/A
	Text 1033: Achieved: all staff made aware at induction that parent partnerships are at the core of Curwen through our TEAM moto. Every inset at the beginning of the year starts with sharing the school vision, aims & SDP with all staff and parent partnership is a key component of this. All years groups run welcome meetings in Sept to introduce staff & the year group curriculum. Part of their presentation format includes a parent partnership section which focuses on how parents can get involved e.g. volunteer to help with school trips, come in and read stories in home languages etc.
	Text 380: FM
	Text 381: N/A
	Text 382: N/A
	Text 383: Achieved: Parents survey 98.5% of parents survey answering 'yes' to 'Do you feel that the school provides enough information? 'Action: Ensure that there is an up-to-date list of languages spoken by school staff if translation is required, and this is to be available to office staff and admissions officer.
	Text 384: PM
	Text 385: Office Manager
	Text 386: April 2017
	Text 387: Actions: Parents responses from evaluations are collated and discussed at fortnightly SMT meetings. Feedback from larger school events e.g. Family week or international week are compiled into impact reports and fed back to staff and governors. Parent complaints are logged by Mrs Welch who liases with appropriate phase leaders and this communication is tracked.Action: Continue to explore methods of communicating what parents said, to what we've done about it, so that the link is really clear e.g. a 'we are listening' board.
	Text 388: PM
	Text 389: LPPA coordinator
	Text 390: July 2017
	Text 1032: Achieved: a comprehensive programme of parent workshops are delivered throughout the year e.g. phonics, reading, maths, esafety. Before each workshop parents are invited in to their child's class to experience how these various parts of the curriculum are taught. This then leads into the workshop sessions giving practical advice and support as well as signposting parents to specific resources. A range of advice about helping your child to be successful at school is available on the school website.
	Text 369: FM
	Text 370: N/A
	Text 371: N/A
	Text 372: Achieved: all of the workshops named above plus we also offer the Positive Parenting Programme (Triple P) in school so support parents in developing their own knowledge of behaviour management techniques. The is run by a train member of school staff. During family week's (learning treasure hunt) and at each parents evening, subject specific stalls are arranged to provide parents with support on developing their own subject knowledge around the different curriculum areas. Also offer a free parent counseling service (Place2Be).
	Text 373: FM
	Text 374: N/A
	Text 375: N/A
	Text 376: Achieved: EYFS and Year 1 weekly open mornings each Friday, Family week, Home School School projects, Children's University scheme, parents supporting on trips.
	Text 377: FM
	Text 378: N/A
	Text 379: N/A
	Text 1031: Achieved: International Week involving: cultural fashion show, parent cooking competition, Mini-world experience, carnival. See progression display. Parents support our numerous charity events e.g. harvest donations for Anchor House homeless charity, Children in Need, EE Sell-off, Careers day, Parents ran second-hand jeans stall for Jeans for Genes day.
	Text 358: FM
	Text 359: N/A
	Text 360: N/A
	Text 361: Achieved: Parents successes are rewarded at events such as: Children's University Award Graduations, Easter Bonnet Parade, Parent Races in Sports day, Home-school projects and Parent cooking competition.Action: Explore further opportunities for this.
	Text 362: PM
	Text 363: LPPA coordinator & Year Group Leaders.
	Text 364: July 2017
	Text 365: Achieved: School courses and activities are very well attended often to the extent of repeating events so that all parents can attend e.g. concerts, workshops etc. See parent comment files. Parents are also signposted to courses run in the local community through information leaflets in the reception area.
	Text 366: FM
	Text 367: N/A
	Text 368: N/A
	Text 1030: Achieved:  All workshops are run free of charge. Workshops are run at 9am and then repeated at 5:30pm to allow working parents to attend and this is becoming more popular. Consultation meetings around the MAT have been put on at different locations on different days. Lots of advanced warning is given to these events to allow parents to make arrangements to attend.Actions: Explore whether we have the capacity to provide child care during future workshops. Research 'Stepping Stones' for parents of SEND children.
	Text 347: PM
	Text 348: Pastoral Team Lead
	Text 349: July 2017 ready for Sept 2017
	Text 350: Achieved: All feedback forms given to parents after workshops always have a section for parents to write what further support they would like. This is collated and forms the basis of the next workshops, alongside areas of need that the school staff have identified.Action: Plan maths workshops for Autumn 2017 that have been requested by upper KS2 parents.
	Text 351: PM
	Text 352: Maths Leader
	Text 353: Autumn 2017
	Text 354: Action: Set up tracking system for attending parents.
	Text 355: MMDN
	Text 356: LPPA Coordinator
	Text 357: July 2017
	Text 1029: Achieved: Admissions officer meets weekly with Head of School to discuss any new children joining the school. For any children new to the school, admissions officer arranges 1:1 meetings are held with with parents and child and given tour of school, meet class teacher and AHT for phase.  Admissions policy on website. Induction pack is shared with parents including what the school offers e.g. Place 2B service, Workshops, Children's University, Volunteering opportunities. Nursery and Reception induction meetings are held by EYFS lead in the early Summer Term.Place 2B service
	Text 336: FM
	Text 337: N/A
	Text 338: N/A
	Text 339: Achieved: Yes - out of school hours appointments are always offered, but admissions officer reports that nobody has ever taken this up. All parents like to come during school day and report that this is because they like to see the school in action. We have conducted meetings in home settings where appropriate and necessary e.g. a parent unable to attend due other dependents.
	Text 340: FM
	Text 341: N/A
	Text 342: N/A
	Text 343: Achieved: Induction information is provided in the welcome pack and in the form of the School Prospectus/Handbook (also available on website). Meetings are conducted with interpreters if necessary with the admissions officer having access to the staff languages list. There is also a virtual tour of the school building on the school website for parents with physical disabilities if needed.
	Text 344: FM
	Text 345: N/A
	Text 346: N/A
	Text 1028: Achieved: Expectations are set at every Welcome meeting and reiterated in the induction process. Home School agreements. 
	Text 325: FM
	Text 326: N/A
	Text 327: N/A
	Text 328: Achieved: Admissions officer monitors this and follows up with letters, phone calls and home visits where necessary. Admission officer also contacts previous setting. All new to nursery and new to reception children have home visits by the EYFS team.
	Text 329: FM
	Text 330: N/A
	Text 331: N/A
	Text 332: Achieved: Mid-phase children follow a similar induction process (see Mid-phase policy) with an induction form being completed. Where additional needs are identified AO informs appropriate department/s i.e. if  need is EAL then referred to EMA lead. If need is medical then school nurse is involved to put a care plan in place before the child starts. If the need is SEND then the inclusion team arrange to observe child in previous education setting and home visit so that the right support can be put in place. All info is fed into Vulnerable Children's Meetings (VCMs) each half term.
	Text 333: FM
	Text 334: N/A
	Text 335: N/A
	Text 1036: Achieved: Parents are always happy with the induction process. Admissions Officer supplies all new parents with her contact details if further information is needed. In some cases further meetings have been requested and accommodated.
	Text 413: FM
	Text 414: N/A
	Text 415: N/A
	Text 420: Achieved: Induction procedures are constantly reviewed at the time of any feedback and any necessary changes are implemented.
	Text 421: PM
	Text 422: N/A
	Text 423: N/A
	Text 1027: Achieved: Each year group holds a 'Welcome meeting' to new parents in September, part of which outlines the yearly topics and curriculum themes. Further to this each group sends home 'What we are Learning' leaflets to parents and these, together with Yearly Curriculum overviews, are available on the school website.
	Text 314: FM
	Text 315: N/A
	Text 316: N/A
	Text 317: Achieved: Done through: two parents evenings with 100% attendance at both, learning targets shared with parents, end-of-year reports, IEPs and annual reviews where necessary.
	Text 318: FM
	Text 319: N/A
	Text 320: N/A
	Text 321: Achieved: As well as discussions at parents evenings (both this year with 100% attendance) discussions between teachers and parents about children's learning are encouraged at every opportunity. 98% of parents answered yes to 'The school helps me to support my child’s learning' and 99% answering yes to 'My child is making good progress at this school'. This can also be seen in the children's books from parent comments, displays and through the use of home-school reading records. Comments from parents regarding end-of-term are read by the head of school and followed up.
	Text 322: PM
	Text 323: N/A
	Text 324: N/A
	Text 1026: Achieved: Children are provided with Holiday homework projects to promote collaborative learning outside of the school environment.Parents are encouraged to communicate with class teachers regarding homework tasks set, and have the opportunity to send their child to homework club after school if parents feel more support is needed. Each child has a reading record for parents to feedback on reading at home. Mrs Said runs early reading, maths & handwriting w/shops.
	Text 303: PM
	Text 304: N/A
	Text 305: N/A
	Text 306: Achieved: Curriculum workshops throughout the year provide practical support in how to support their child's learning. There is also curriculum information available via information stands at parents evening and at the learning treasure hunt, with subject specific guidance that is distributed in the form of leaflets and also available on the website. Parents also have access to an online reading resource Bugclub to support their children with reading at home. At regular intervals, parents have the opportunity to purchase/lend further revision guides (CPG) to support their child's learning.
	Text 307: PM
	Text 308: N/A
	Text 309: N/A
	Text 310: Achieved: school achievements are celebrated in the school newsletter, website and through displaying kitemarks on all school documents.Children's successes are celebrated through taking certificates home, with names of each class Pupil of the Week published in the school newsletter. Parents are invited in to watch specific celebrations e.g. poetry competition, Children's University Graduations, Year 6 Leavers assemblies. Parents of every class are invited in 3 times a year to celebrate children's learning through big outcomes and class assemblies.
	Text 311: FM
	Text 312: N/A
	Text 313: N/A
	Text 1037: Action: Feedback is collected at parents evening. 98% of parents answered yes to 'The school keeps me well informed' and also 98% of parents answered yes to 'The school helps me to support my child's learning'.
	Text 416: PM
	Text 417: N/A
	Text 418: N/A
	Text 424: Action: All feedback is discussed at SMT meetings and appropriate actions are taken when/if necessary.
	Text 425: PM
	Text 426: N/A
	Text 427: N/A
	Text 1025: Achieved: all key policies can be found on the school website and ratified at governors or governor sub-committees who ensure they are parent friendly.These are reviewed in accordance to the compliance calendar.
	Text 292: FM
	Text 293: N/A
	Text 294: N/A
	Text 295: Achieved: Admissions officer signposts parents to website section 'helping your child' and 'documents and policies' at induction meetings.Action: Meet with admissions officer to discuss the school's current procedures are appropriate.
	Text 296: PM
	Text 297: LPPA coordinator and Admissions officer.
	Text 298: April 2017
	Text 299: Achieved: Behaviour is rewarded through a consistent approach with all staff following the school's behaviour policy. Rewards include team tokens, stickers, POW, termly awards for: handwriting, times tables, reading, leadership, behaviour, EE, homework, PE. Team token winners each week are rewarded with extra playtime and the termly winning team with a team party. Collective class (TEAM) attendance is rewarded each week with cash rewards, and traffic light certificates are presented at parents evening. Individual attendance is rewarded in celebration assemblies termly.
	Text 300: FM
	Text 301: N/A
	Text 302: N/A
	Text 1024: Achieved: Meet - Mrs Britton who liaises with volunteers and do not start until business manger has received DBS. Mrs Miles supports parents in school to complete the DBS process.
	Text 281: FM
	Text 282: N/A
	Text 283: N/A
	Text 284: Achieved: Parents volunteer for events and activities such as educational visits, in class, reading with children, Family Bike club, fundraising activities,  Summer and Christmas Fairs, Charity Jeans for Genes events, Careers day etc.Action: Investigate to see if there is interest in restarting the PTA (Friends of Curwen).
	Text 285: PM
	Text 286: LPPA coordinator
	Text 287: By July 2017 to start in Sept 2017
	Text 288: Achieved: At the end of all Big Outcomes, Big Events, assemblies, workshops, general questionnaires are distributed. Feedback has been sought on single-issues such as: Sex & Relationships Education Policy, after school club provision, Educational Visits and becoming a MAT.
	Text 289: PM
	Text 290: N/A
	Text 291: N/A
	Text 1023: Achieved: Pupil Premium, Sports Premium, Safeguarding, Pupil progress and attainment, British Values - all available on school website. Another example was when assessment systems changed around the use of levels - information around this national change was shared through letters, information meetings and on the school website by the assessment leader.
	Text 270: FM
	Text 271: Website Manager & Assessment Lead.
	Text 272: N/A
	Text 273: Achieved: All feedback is collated and discussed at SMT regularly.
	Text 274: PM
	Text 275: N/A
	Text 276: N/A
	Text 277: Achieved: All feedback is acted upon when and if appropriate.
	Text 278: FM
	Text 279: N/A
	Text 280: N/A
	Text 1022: Achieved: Admissions Officer meet with every parent to discuss why they are leaving and ascertain where they are moving to. All of our leavers over recent years have been due to relocation/housing/earlier/changes in circumstances.
	Text 259: FM
	Text 260: N/A
	Text 261: N/A
	Text 262: Achieved: On a weekly basis, attendance officer will inform relavent staff if an application to move has been received. Once a new setting has been secured the child's key worker would make arrangements with the new setting for them to come and meet the child, observe him/her in the current setting and meet parents and staff to share information. Transition books are made for SEND children. Where appropriate, SEND children will attend new setting with member of Curwen to staff to support transition e.g. natural transition to secondary school.
	Text 263: FM
	Text 264: N/A
	Text 265: N/A
	Text 266: Achieved: Clear procedures are in place with the attendance officer leading on this. Attendance officer keeps contact with such families until the child begins another school, sending off CTF information and liaising with that school as necessary to make sure that all appropriate school records are sent across. Attendance officer is available to provide advice for parents wishing to leave and will involve pastoral team, SENCo, or EMA lead as necessary. If child leaves without being allocated a new school, Attendance Officer keeps in weekly contact, sending class homework to support.
	Text 267: FM
	Text 268: N/A
	Text 269: N/A
	Text 1021: Achieved: Weekly Parent/Toddler group supports transition into nursery. Parents invited to a range of transition meetings e.g. home visits when starting nursery and reception, children new to our Reception from other nursery settings and EYFS to KS1. Parents are supported in completing FSM paperwork and secondary school applications. All key transition have transition plans. Children identified as potentially struggling at these transition points are discussed in VCMs. Transition to each group is also considered within Welcome meetings each September.
	Text 248: FM
	Text 249: N/A
	Text 250: N/A
	Text 251: Achieved: Feedback is collated and discussed at SMT and within phases.
	Text 252: PM
	Text 253: N/A
	Text 254: N/A
	Text 255: Achieved: Appropriate changes are made when/if feedback requires it.
	Text 256: PM
	Text 257: N/A
	Text 258: N/A
	Text 1020: The school's LPPA coordinator will continue in his role as Assistant Head Teacher for community beyond the achievement of the LPPA, being responsible for leading on the evaluative process, identifying next steps to further strengthen parent partnership and undertaking the necessary actions to achieve this.
	Text 237: N/A
	Text 238: LPP Coordinater and SMT
	Text 239: July 2017
	Text 240: See Objective 9 Evidence record, portfolio and finalised action planning presented at verification day.
	Text 241: N/A
	Text 242: LPP Coordinator,  SMT, Governors at Standards Committee meeting.
	Text 243: July 2017
	Text 244: See Objective 9 Evidence record, portfolio and finalised action planning presented at verification day.
	Text 245: N/A
	Text 246: LPP Coordinator,  SMT, Governors at Standards Committee meeting.
	Text 247: July 2017


